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What is Lasp ?
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Lasp is an experimental tool to handle CRDTs
• Erlang libraries (acting like a middleware)
• Developed by Christopher Meiklejohn in the Syncfree (2013) and
Lightkone (2017) European projects
• Open source; see www.lasp-lang.org
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What are CRDTs ?
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CRDT means Conflict-free Replicated Data Type
• Distributed variable implemented as a specific replicated data-structure
• Each node can modify its CRDT replica (local state)
• Eventually every node ends up with the same exact state (consistency)
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How do CRDTs work ?
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CRDTs key concept is Convergence
• Any node can modify its data structure without coordination
• Periodically, nodes send their state to their peers (peer-to-peer)
• Received state is merged with local state to represent the most recent
state based on metadata
• Eventually, all the nodes end up with the same state (convergence)
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• Two replicas receiving the same set of updates (in any order) reach
the same determinstic state
• Every update (state message) is eventually delivered by every node

Convergence is guaranteed !
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Are CRDTs promising ?
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A potential huge step towards edge computing
Traditional approach

New approach with CRDTs

• Database server
• Nodes have to query the server
• Usually requires heavy algorithm such
as consensus
• Partition tolerance possible

•
•
•
•

No database server required
Nodes have data access locally
No consensus algorithm is required
Partition tolerance natively handled
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CRDTs clearly deserve our
interest !
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Lasp implements CRDTs and guarantees convergence but…

Is it long for the replicas to reach a consistent final state?
How is it impacted by various factors ?
How can we visualize this ?
How can we control this ?
Visualizing and controlling convergence in Lasp program execution
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Two main contributions
Orswot, an effective CRDT used in industries, was used as main use case.
Orswot represents a set where nodes can add or remove elements.

• Do measurements to visualize convergence and how it is impacted by
different factors:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Number of node
Nodes distance
CRDT size
CRDT operation
Partition
Continuous update interval
State sending interval

• Develop new tools and APIs that could be easily used in practice on an
under-use cluster:
• Tool and API to measure convergence
• Tool and API to modify convergence
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How is convergence time measured during
experimentations ? (example)
• A cluster of 5 nodes is created locally
• Every node add 10 elements on the Orswot CRDT
• Nodes measure time and number of messages received while waiting
• Every node detects when its CRDT state contains 50 elements
• When all the nodes are finished, output files are written and nodes
are shut down
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Number of nodes

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 ≈ 3850 ∗ 𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒

Number of messages per sec ≈ 0.47 ∗ (𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒)²
Number of messages per sec per node ≈ 0.47 ∗ (𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒)
Number of messages per sec per node per operation ≈ 0.47

Scalability seems to be promising.
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Nodes distance

The impact on convergence time and number of messages seems to be extremely small !
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CRDT size (content)

The impact on convergence time and number of messages seems to be very small.
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CRDT operation

Blue = adding elements

Red = removing elements

In text of master’s thesis: Element removal ≈ 1 second faster than elements addition ??!
Mystery solved: One second delay introduced in measurements due to my own error.
Corrected version: CRDT operation has no impact !
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Node partition

Red = usual scenario

Purple = partitioned node catching up

In red, measurements are done as usually, nodes add elements on the CRDT and wait for convergence.
In purple, nodes add elements on the CRDT but one is partitioned. When the partition is resolved, that
node starts measuring the time (and messages received) required to catch-up with the cluster.

Both scenarios give extremely similar results ! Partition tolerance is well handled !
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Continuous updates interval

•
•
•
•

Elements added consecutively are sent together
Continuous updates interval does not impact convergence time
Always late state where the cluster would never catch up with the continuously updating source
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This delay would be limited, cluster would never become divergent

State sending interval

Convergence time ≈ state sending interval for big values
Convergence time ≈ limited to 300 ms for small intervals
Relatively proportional

!"""

Number of messages per second per node ≈ #$%$& #&'()'* )'$&+,%- +20
Not really the case for very big intervals (5000 ms and bigger)
All messages are counted, not only state sendings
Relatively inversely proportional
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Measurements summary
• Number of nodes:

• Convergence time ≈ square root,
Number of messages per sec per node per operation ≈ constant

•
•
•
•
•
•

Nodes distance: Very small impact
CRDT size: Very small impact
CRDT operation: Very small impact
Partition: Very small impact (well handled)
CRDT update interval: Very small impact (but potentially always late state)
State sending interval (convergence):
• Convergence time ≈ state sending interval,
Number of messages per sec per node ≈ inversely porportional to state sending interval

Only number of nodes and state sending
interval seem to have major impacts
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Now we have an idea of CRDTs behaviour according to various parameters but…

How to measure performance for real usage of a CRDT on a cluster ?
How to modify convergence time ?
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Continuous measurement tool
Principle:
Create a small Orswot CRDT on the cluster to perform continuous measurements
Advantages:
• Easy to launch or stop (background process)
• Resilient (nodes can crash or join during measurements)
• Does not modify the under use CRDT
• Takes in consideration the most impactful parameters (number of nodes and state
sending interval)
• Easy to use API
Disadvantages:
• Only mimics the real under-use CRDT (does not take in consideration the CRDT real
content, type of operation…)
• Gives an overview but accuracy could be improved
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How does it work ?
• Leader election
• Leader puts an element on a CRDT acting like a signal
• Every other node detects the signal and answers on another CRDT
with Id, Timestamp and received messages counter
• Leader gathers all the answers and computes measurements results
• Leader starts a reset phase to make the 2 CRDTs empty from every
node point of view
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Measurement tool API
A complete API was designed to easily use this tool.
Here is a basic example that allows to get the most recent
measurements.
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Now we can visualize convergence but…

How to efficiently modify convergence time ?
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Convergence modification tool
Principle:
Put the state sending interval (parameter) inside its own CRDT to allow the nodes to modify it
in an always convergent way instead of using an hard-coded value
Advantages:
• State sending interval is the most impactful parameter to modify convergence time
• State sending interval can be modified on the fly
• All the nodes will eventually use the same state sending interval value due to CRDTs properties
• Easy to use API
Disadvantages:
• May take some time (convergence time) for all the nodes to adopt the same state sending interval
• At node boot, no state sending interval is already configured in its own specific CRDT so an initial default
value is required.
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Modification tool API
Here is a basic example combining measurement tool and modification
tool:
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• Lasp shown to implement CRDTs with expected behaviour
• Most impactful parameters have been identified
• A tool was developed to easily visualize convergence on a real cluster
• A tool was developed to modify convergence by modifying the most
impactful parameter (state sending interval) on the fly
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What now ?
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Future work
• Measure the impact of some other undiscussed parameters (deltastate, network packet loss rate, nodes workload…)
• Expand this work to all the Lasp CRDTs not only Orswot
• Improve the continuous measurement tool to better represent the
real under use CRDT (adding parameters)
• Combine measurement tool and modification tool to implement an
automatic tool that could dynamically adapt convergence
• Improve Lasp documentation
•…
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Thank you for listening
I am available for questions
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CRDT properties
• Automatic: Handled by periodic peer-to-peer messages
• Deterministic: A set of updates always results in the same final state
• Independent of message order: Merge operation relies on metadata
not on message order
• No consensus required: Simple local comparisons between metadata
are required, no heavy algorithm
• Partition tolerant: Some previous messages can be lost, but if recent
messages eventually deliver, convergence is still guaranteed
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ORSWOT
Structure:

Add:

Remove:

Merge:
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CAP compromise
• Generally:

• strong Consistency and Availability (CA)
• strong Consistency and Partition tolerance (CP)
• strong Availability and Partition tolerance (AP)

• With CRDT:

• strong eventual Consistency (SEC), strong Availability and Partition tolerance
• Stronger than eventual consistency due to the monotonic property (updates order
has no impact, there is no conflict to resolve)

CRDT have the advantage of offering a relatively strong consistency
while requiring only a very weak synchronization algorithm
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Static measurement script
Nodes boot
Every node add X elements at same time
Nodes start measuring time and messages while waiting
Nodes detect there is (X*number of nodes) elements, stop measuring and put a
signal in a CRDT to tell it finished
• Nodes detect every node finished
• Output files are written and nodes are shut down
• New iteration starts
•
•
•
•

Variation: Nodes can start with an already full CRDT (same hard-coded content and
metadata on every replica) and remove some elements each, detecting when CRDT
is empty. This is the case for the remove operation
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Static measurement output files
Direct node output:

After analysis script:
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Continuous measurement script
• Nodes boot with a predefined range of values
• Nodes loop on their values, adding and removing an element from the
CRDT at constant time intervals
• While adding and removing elements, nodes bump to files their current
state (CRDT replica) together with the last operation (element added and
removed) and timestamps
• Nodes are shut down after a certain time (end of experimentation)
• All the files are gathered together
• A script analyzes every file, for every added element, it browses other files
to determine when that element was detected from other nodes point of
view
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Continuous measurement output files
Direct node output:

After analysis script:
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Big standard deviation
Big standard deviations are visible on all the graphs… Where do they come
from?
• Nodes detect individual convergence (as « final state reached ») due to
predefined final state
• Nodes do not reach that final state at exact same time due to peer-to-peer
communication (it’s not full broadcast)
In summary:
Convergence was measured as the time for nodes to reach the final state
individually. If we considered the time for the entire cluster to reach the final
state, it is equivalent to consider only the slowest node to converge. This is
also represented in continuous measurement tool as worst convergence
time.
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Orchestration details
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nodes boot
Leader election
Leader puts a timestamp in a specific CRDT representing a future OS time
Nodes get the leader timestamp
Nodes loop on their unix time until it reaches the timestamp value
Nodes start experiment (add elements for example) all at same time

Advantages: Easy to implement, using already implemented leader election
Disadvantages: Requires the leader timestamp to converge before its value is reached by
nodes unix time (was using current time + 30 second).
OS time are not extremely precise especially on different devices.
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Continuous script VS static script
• Static:
• Nodes do a single operation each (example add 100 elements)
• Nodes wait for convergence
• Experimentation is finished (shut down for next iteration) when final state is
reached on every node

• Continuous:
• Nodes do operation on CRDT at regular time intervals
• Nodes do measurements (bump information to files) while continuing to
modify the CRDT content
• Experimentation is finished after an arbitrary long time
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Measurement scripts VS measurement tool
Script

Tool

• Cluster is created by the script

• Cluster is already running

• Parameters (number of nodes, number of
elements, operation…) are hardcoded within
the script

• Parameters are detected automatically based on
the real cluster (number of reachable nodes,
current state sending interval value…)

• Nodes call specific measurement functions with
specific arguments predefined. They cannot do
any other task while running measurements.

• Measurement protocol is run in background,
nodes can do anything the application wants

• Nodes write output files and are shut down by
the script
• If a node crashes, the measurement iteration
failed, the entire cluster crashes and no output
file is written. Next iteration starts normally
with new cluster creation.

• No output file is created, measurements are
available dynamically via its own CRDT, nodes
are not shut down
• Nodes can join, leave, crash, partition during
measurements without perturbation
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Lasp memory leak fix
• When running a cluster (with a single operation then waiting), after a
long time, it ended up crashing
• A process was using progressively more and more memory
• That process was storing the CRDT local state in Erlang’s ETS table with
abnormal redundancy
• I reported the issue on the official github project

• Fix found by Christopher Meiklejohn: the CRDT update operation was
using a wrong argument type (his fix was merged and few code files
were updated)
• With correct argument type, the memory leak disappeared
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Why is Lasp interesting ?
CRDT properties are very nice as discussed before but…
Why Lasp would be better than other CRDT libraries ?
Why is Lasp so well cited ?
• Lasp is very robust and incorporates crash detection, recovery tools…
• Lasp can behave as a replicated database based on CRDTs, acting like a
key/value store
• Lasp allows CRDTs compositions, Map, union, intersection…
• Lasp offer tools to help handling computations based on CRDTs
• Naive approach: Query a CRDT, compute based on value. Result is wrong few seconds later.
• Lasp steams approach: Consider the CRDT as a stream where you can compute on, always
updating the result based on most recent state
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Lasp and security
Right now, Lasp does not consider security…
Potential solutions to that problem:
• Delegate security aspects to Partisan which is already responsible for
the communication layer. It could probably use encrypted
communications !
• Implement security aspects inside Lasp itself. Seems more complex
and would probably make Lasp much heavier.
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Scalability: square root ?
Measurements on number of nodes showed results giving intuition of a
square root function for the convergence time…
How can we explain that ?
• Lasp relies on Partisan for communications
• Partisan runs a gossip where each node sends its state to a constant number of peers.
• The gossip fanout default configuration (not discussed in the paper work) was 5.
Which means each node contacts 5 nodes.
• The exact (more correct) function should be closer to log5 which actually matches the
measurement results. So the approximated square root for small values probably acts
more like a log5 function for bigger number of nodes.

• Convergence time ≈ state sending interval * log5 (number of nodes)
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Remark: Partisan offers multiple configuration possible, notably with plumtree but the basic gossip was used for this work

Why such measurements ?
• Lasp seems to be a great tool for CRDTs…
• It is said to implement them correctly and achieve CRDTs properties
But … when reading Lasp articles, it was mainly theoretical:
• I didn’t see graphs
• I didn’t see discussions about parameters impacts
• I didn’t see its deep behaviour in action
This work can be seen as a tentative to understand Lasp better
and to prove its correct behaviour in regard to CRDTs properties
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Why such tools ?
• A developer willing to use CRDTs via Lasp would obviously want to know
how his distributed variables (CRDTs) are performing. If it takes 20 seconds
for a modified value to reach all the nodes or if it takes 1 second, this is
the kind of information obviously essential to him.
Measurement tool is required

• If the developer detects it takes, for example, 10 seconds for a modified
value to reach all the nodes, he may want to make it converge faster.
Modification tool is required
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